Population-based trends in pediatric hemolytic uremic syndrome in California, 1994-1999: substantial underreporting and public health implications.
This paper describes the epidemiology of childhood hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) in California, for which hospitalization data were used, and the proportion of cases reported to public health authorities. HUS discharge data for children < or =17 years of age were extracted from the population-based California Patient Discharge Data Set for 1994-1999 and were linked electronically with HUS reports to public health authorities. Incidence rates per 100,000 children were calculated. The authors identified 585 HUS hospitalizations; 369 were incident cases. The average HUS incidence rate was 0.67 (95% confidence interval: 0.61, 0.74); rates rose modestly from 1994 (0.59, 95% confidence interval: 0.44, 0.78) to 1997 (0.80, 95% confidence interval: 0.63, 10.0) and decreased modestly thereafter (0.59, 95% confidence interval: 0.45, 0.77). Rates were highest for northern California children < or =5 years of age (1.85, 95% confidence interval: 1.55, 2.19). The hospital case-fatality rate was 2.7% (95% confidence interval: 1.1, 4.4); the median charge was $39,500 per child. Only 43.9% of HUS cases in the California Patient Discharge Data Set were reported to public health authorities. Despite heightened efforts to control Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli exposures (the predominant cause of childhood HUS in the United States), HUS incidence rates remained relatively stable in California. Reporting HUS cases to public health authorities is important for disease control.